RUSSIAN CYBER ESPIONAGE
THREATENS ESTONIAN AND
WESTERN SECURITY

Russia’s cyber espionage poses a major threat compared to most other countries as its
special services have a long history of conducting cyber operations and are constantly
exploring inventive new ways to breach information systems, develop malware and
disguise their activities, while also continuing to use previously successful methods.
They consistently invest resources in cyber capabilities and quickly learn from their
mistakes, adapt their attack methods, replace exposed attack infrastructure, etc.

EXAMPLES OF RUSSIAN SPECIAL SERVICES’

2019-2021 Russian foreign intelligence (SVR) cyber espionage operation. SVR gained
access to tens of thousands of information systems of targets through the US company
SolarWinds. Other services were used in the attack. The stolen data mainly came from
the US. The exact impact is still unknown.1
2017-2020 Russian military intelligence (GRU) cyber operation in France.2
2017-2021 Russian influence operations in Europe. 3
2019-2021 Large-scale GRU cyber espionage operation to brute-force thousands of user
passwords for Microsoft services. Both the public and private sectors were targeted.4
2021 Russian security service (FSB) cyber espionage operations in Ukraine. 5
2021 Repeated SVR phishing campaigns in the West. 6
The targets of the Russian special services, on the other hand, still lack adequate
cyber security measures and are more likely to address their shortcomings only after
operations have unfortunately failed to understand the need to continually maintain
and invest in cybersecurity.

Owing to the Russian special services’ activities, the Kremlin likely has a good overview of Western thinking, situational interpretations and concerns. This provides the
decision-makers with suggestions on where and how to focus pressure to achieve their
foreign policy goals..

STAGES OF A CYBER ESPIONAGE OPERATION
CONDUCTED BY RUSSIAN SPECIAL SERVICES

Russian special services follows. It is a general description of the Russian special
services’ cyber capabilities and does not apply to all Russian special services’ centres
that are capable of conducting operations in cyberspace:
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It is important to remember that information intended for internal use, which is not
protected as strongly as state secrets, also often has high intelligence value. Holding a
to a state secret.
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A cyber espionage operation is largely a series of automated processes. Human involvement is limited to, for example, establishing
whether the targeted person and the information on the target’s devices are of interest. If not, the special services either delete their
malware from the information system or use it to attack other targets
of interest. In most cases, they employ various techniques to disguise
their activities, such as using third-party devices to attack and gather
information or breaking their malware down into components that
are loaded into the targeted information systems at different times
from different servers.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER A BREACH?
The Russian special services use many different types of malware in their cyber operations. We will describe a method that we observed on the personal computer of a
former civil servant.
The breach likely occurred when the person opened an attachment in a phishing email.
The attachment only contained an initial malware component. The rest were downloaded to the computer from various locations on the internet. The malware components
are like the pieces of a matryoshka doll. By opening each piece, the target launches the

information transfers to a server controlled by the Russian special services will begin.

In our assessment, Russian special services will continue their cyber espionage oper-
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